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Event Title: SOFT SKILL TRAINING SESSION 

Date      : August 24th 2018 

Venue    : College Conference hall 

Time     : 9:30 a.m. to 5:30 p.m. 

SPEAKER: 

1. Mr Celestine Paulraj, a Psychologist & Former Professor 

Number of students who participated: Around 40 students of first year participated in the 

event. 

Objective of the Soft Skill Training: The objective of this session was to introduce the 

students with the concept of soft skills relating to - of Positive words bring Positive 

Influence. And to make them  understand it’s importance in today’s competitive world.  

About the program: The learning of soft skills has become an important and integral part 

for the management students. Keeping in mind this objective the Madras school of Social 

Work, MA HRM department organised a training session for the students of I-year MA 

HRM students. As it was a training programme an expert from the industry was called 

upon to train the students. Mr Celestine Paulraj, a psychologist & former Professor 

came to give insights to the aspiring students. Mr Celestine Paulraj took an interactive 

session where he explained through examples the importance of soft skills learning. How 

they become important for the cooperate world.  

Outcome: most of the students find the session interesting and meaningful. They learned to 

develop these skills in the areas of Positive words bring Positive Influence, 3 areas of 

listening and 3 tools to connect with audience with through various yet effective ways. 
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     Celestine Paulraj 
 

Celestine Paulraj is a highly versatile speaker with over 27 years of skilled experience in 
public speaking, corporate training and motivational workshops. 
 
Ever since the early 80s when he finished his higher education in the reputed institutions 
of Madras Christian College and Madras School of Social Work, he has been known and 
revered for the way he speaks to and with people. Even before he could become an 
entrepreneur, in his last corporate role, as the Head of Employee Engagement for a large 
Multinational Bank – a role in which he received several awards of highest accolades - it is 
people who inspired him towards excellence. In return, he educates and inspires people 
while touching their lives. 
 
His gift for interpersonal interactions and passion for motivating those around him led him 
to become a specialist in Soft Skill Training, for a diverse group, including students, 
teachers, government staff, Medicos and corporate employees. He has to his credit more 
than 10,000 hours of such training across Geographies. 
 
These were some of the reasons why Celestine also exceled in his close to a decade-long 
role as a Part time Faculty for Post Graduate students in the Department of Social Work at 
Madras Christian College. 
 
His career has seen him skyrocket to new heights with every passing year as he has a wide 
range of experience in working for different organizations. Manufacturing, Consumer, 
Engineering, Automobile, Garments, and BPOs with workforce span comprising from 900 to 
10,500 employees, are just some of the domains he has worked in.  
 
Celestine has also run flagship products for students and Faculty in the Education 
Industries. In one such breakthrough initiative, he partnered with the Vice Chancellor of a 
major university along with a consortium of 5 other organizations and the CII to design and 
implement a Post-Graduate syllabus on soft skills, across its colleges and run a TTT for its 
Faculty members.  
 
Top 5 outstanding strengths of his, as identified by Gallup are: 

 Harmony 

 Analytical 

 Responsibility 

 Consistency, and 

 Connectedness 
 
 
Enthusiastic, warm, Harmonious and empathetic, Celestine draws his audiences into his 
messages and leaves them with positive energy. 
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